
This material was created as a need assessment tool within the international project "We All Belong Here: Creating Safe and Diverse City Spaces"



This is the reflective exercise, based on 

 
You will need the Hero’s journey poster as a reference circuit and the reflective questions.
Then take your camera or smartphone (no requirements for its quality), put on clothing

suitable for the weather, and hit the road! 

the Participatory photography method

the concept of the monomyth/
the Hero’s journey (Joseph Campbell) the method of ecotherapy (Bill Plotkin)and

combined with

here!
Just look below! 

4. When has my acquaintance with this city started? What do I expect from
this “journey”? Do I have a goal this way? What is it?

5. Am I ready to overcome the obstacles on the way to my goal? How many
efforts am I ready to make?

6. Are there any people next to me, who are ready to support me, to help? Are
there any places in this city, where I feel safe, calm, confident, relaxed? Who

are these people, what are these places?
 7. What knowledge and skills (or, maybe, it is more about emotions,

feelings, impressions) do I want to obtain during this “journey” to this
city? Or, maybe, do I want to get rid of something and to move further?

8. What in this city, in these cultural and social spaces is my biggest
challenge? What is the most complicated for me?

9. What do I miss in this city to feel safe, calm, confident?
10. What is there at the end of this adventure? What will happen, when I
overcome all the obstacles in this city, in these new cultural and social

spaces? What kind of person will I become?

1. Why am I here, in this city, in this place, with these people? How have I got here?
2. How complicated/challenging was it to decide to start this “journey” to this city? What were the obstacles? Why did I finally make a decision and now I’m

here?
3. Do I have any fears, anxiety, concerns related to this city, cultural and social spaces? When has this feeling appeared? What is it about?

 
Definitely yes, if you're a newcomer in the city, or have been living here for some time,
but still don't feel that you're completely assimilated, or just want to figure out more

about your feelings in a place that isn't your homeland   



NEW 
CHALLENGE

 

stasis call to 
adventure

Nastia participated in Photo-walk in a group
of internal and external migrants  

 I also like to meet people and I was
interested to know what difficulties

students from different countries face.

I wanted to take part in Photo-walk
because everything new expands our

horizons. 

Do I have any anxiety ,  concerns
related to this city ,  cultural and

social spaces?  When has this feeling
appeared?  What is it  about?

Why am I here ,  in this city ,  in this place ,  with these
people?  How have I  got here?

I entered the Faculty of Psychology in Simferopol. At the end of August last year, an
8-hour flight from Krasnoyarsk to Crimea was waiting for me.

How challenging was it  to make
a decision to start this “ journey”

to this city?   What were the
obstacles?  Why did I  finally

make a decision and now I ’m
here?

It was easy for me to make this decision, in
Krasnoyarsk nothing kept me. My relationship
with my parents is a bit tense, so I wanted to go

away to separate myself from them as comfortably
as possible.

I do not have any worries, concerns,
and fears associated with this city.
Sometimes I feel uncomfortable
because the infrastructure and

climate are very different from the
city in which I grew up.

When has my acquaintance
with this city started?

What do I  expect from this
“ journey”?  Do I  have a goal

(or goals)  on this way?

What is it?

Only the University
connects me with this city, so

my acquaintance with the
city began with my

admission. My only goal is to
get a diploma to enter the

magistracy in St. Petersburg.

Am I ready to overcome the
obstacles on the way to my

goal?  How many efforts am I
ready to make?

I am ready to give my best to achieve my goals.
 

Are there any people next to me ,  who are ready to
support me ,  to help?  Are there any places in this city ,

where I  feel safe ,  calm ,  confident ,  relaxed?  Who are
these people ,  what are these places?

What knowledge

and skills (or ,

maybe ,  it  is  more

about emotions ,

feelings ,

impressions)  do I

want to obtain

during this

“ journey”  to this

city?  Or ,  maybe ,

do I want to get

rid of something

and to move

further?

What in this city ,  in these

cultural and social spaces

is my biggest challenge?

What is the most

complicated for me?

What do I  miss in this

city in order to feel safe ,

calm ,  confident ,  relaxed?

What is there at the end of

this adventure?  What will

happen ,  when I overcome

all the obstacles in this

city ,  in these new cultural

and social spaces?  What

kind of person will  I

become?

For me, the concept of “closeness” is relative, so people who are ready to support me
are always next to me. If the question is whether there are such people in Simferopol,
then I would answer that they are. The most comfortable and safe place in the city is

the apartment I rent.

Most likely, I want to become more self-
reliant and independent of my parents

materially, and I also want to learn how to
live in the moment without worrying too

much about the future.

I do not face difficulties in this social
and cultural environment.

In my opinion, this city needs
traffic's improvement

My "adventure" will
end with my studies, I
think I'll become more

mature, wiser, and
more confident.
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Hi everyone! 
My name is Nastia, I'm 19 and I moved from

Krasnoyarsk to Simferopol one year ago. Moreover, I expected this
exercise would help me to

become more aware of myself. 
And so it happened! 

perhaps I could help them learn more
about our culture! 


